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Abstract

This paper summarizes definitions and uses cases for the sharing location information via geo messages. Geo messages let users of location based systems share location information as signatures to the standard messages (e.g., email, SMS). Rather than let some service perform the constant monitoring for the user’s location (Google Latitude) or share location info within any social circle (Facebook’s check-in, etc.) Geo Messages approach lets users share location data on the peer to peer basis. Users can share own location info via any of existing messaging systems. The basic tenet of this process is the separation of the identification and location information. With this approach shared location information (geo-coded link, map, etc.) does not contain the users’ identity. It uses identity information from the messaging system. It means that the whole process of location info exchange does not reveal user’s privacy. For a multilateral exchange of geo-positional information, this approach proposes a scheme with replaceable user authentication where only the creator of temporary name knows the identity mapping between temporary names and true identities.
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1. Introduction

It is obvious, that the question “where are you” is one of the most often asked during the communications. 600 billion text messages per year in the US ask "where are you?” – as per Location Business Summit 2010 data. A vast amount of mobile services is actually being built
around this question so their main feature is a user’s location exchange [1]. In the most cases it presents the ability for the mobile user (mobile phone owner) write down own location info in the some special place (special data store, supported via some mobile application). But it means, of course, that user must be registered in this service and download a priori that special application. What is even more important here – everyone who needs this location information must use the same service too.

There are several models for location information sharing in services. On the first hand, it is so-called passive location monitoring. The typical example is Google Latitude [2]. Passive location sharing model does not require specific actions from mobile users. Accumulated data become available some API. The privacy is probably the biggest issue with this approach. As a user I should be aware that some third party tool is constantly monitoring my location and saves it on the some external server. And of course, the shortened life of the handset’s battery is the second biggest issue with this approach.

Another model is voluntary location sharing. The typical example is so-called check-in [3]. Check-in is a special type for the record (status) in some social network. It could be an active (e.g., Swarm), when the user directly sets his/her current location or passive (e.g., Twitter), when location information could be added as an additional attribute to the current status. Of course, for sharing location information both parties must be registered in the same network. And here we can see “all or nothing” problem with location sharing. Shared location info could be visible to all friends, but in the real cases for most of them it is just a noise. The location info could be actually interested only for the physical friends. E.g., for the majority of twitter followers my location info (Swarm status in Twitter time line) is just a noise.

The idea of the signed geo messages service (geo mail, geo SMS) is based on the ability to add user’s location info to the standard messages like SMS or email [1]. Location information in such system is just a signature. So, it would be just enough with this service for telling somebody ‘where I am’ send him a message. And the target party does not need to use any additional service in order to get information about the sender’s location. He will simply read SMS or email.

Speaking more broadly, this service separates location information and identity information. It is possible, because the message itself contains the identity. So, we do not need to introduce ant additional authentication layer. And shared location information data contain the location information only. Only the combination of both elements (message and location) lets us associate location data with identity.

Obviously, it is peer to peer sharing and it does not require any social network. The geo signature has got a form of the map (link to the map) with the marker at the shared location. And what is important here – the map itself has no information about the sender and recipient. That information exists only in the message itself. The map (marker) has no information about the creator for example. So, without the message itself there is no way to know sender and/or recipient. It is is just a map with some location. That is all about the privacy.
This model is, probably, the easiest way for sharing location information. It does not require any application downloading or registration in social networks from the potential users and provides a smooth extension for the existing communication services.

There are several services that implement Geo Messages approach. Originally, they were described in [1]. And this paper summarizes the latest development, as well as discusses the possible extensions.

2. Project Description

The main idea behind Geo Messages is how to deliver location info via the standard messaging (SMS and Email). This approach borrowed the ideas from SMS based content delivery. Typically, when the mobile users request some service via SMS it means users are actually getting some link within the text message. This link leads to the downloading service for pictures, ringtones, etc. And this approach uses the simple fact that all native SMS clients nowadays are smart enough to discover links (substrings in the format \(http://something_is_here\)) within the text and allow one click internet access for opening that link. So, we can use the same approach for delivering location information too.

The location info will be presented as a link, leads to the appropriate map. So, if the sender will be able to automatically add such a link to the message, the receiver will be able with just one click open the map. The map will show the sender’s location. Alternatively, we can provide a link to some specially created landing page, probably again with an embedded map or any other location related info.

Our original development targeted feature phones and has been implemented as an application for SIM-cards (Java-card applet). It includes the following steps:

1. The location info could be requested right from the SIM-card (smart card) as Cell ID info. This information exists always and Java-card applet can read it (local info).

2. Cell ID information could be translated into “human”-readable form of (latitude, longitude) pair. There are several public services over the Net that let us do that. The typical example is OpenCellId [4]. Actually, it is just a public HTTP based API.

3. Using the data obtained in the step 2, we can create a link to the map. Our original development used Google Static Map. The Google Static Maps API lets applications embed a Google Maps image on your webpage without requiring JavaScript or any dynamic page loading. In our case Google Static Maps API let us build a map (actually – an image for map) based on the latitude – longitude pair obtained through the step 2. For the smartphones we can create the similar link with Google Maps API (there are no more JavaScripts limitations).

4. URL shortening service could be deployed. In order to make sure our geo-related URL’s complies with SMS restrictions (simply – they are no more than 140 symbols) we can deploy URL shortening service and make our signature smaller. In our application we use bit.ly shortening service [5].
5. In order to add our location aware URL to the message (to SMS or to email) we will deploy URI Scheme for GSM Short Message Service and The mailto URL scheme [1]. So, our final step included dynamical generation of the mobile web page with links for messaging:

\[
\text{sms:?body=our geo aware URL}
\text{and}
\text{mailto:?body=our geo aware URL}
\]

As soon as the mobile user will hit one of the links, the native (it is very important!) messaging client (e.g. the native SMS client) will be launched with the text (body) field pre-populated with the given URL. So it is enough just to select the target phone (address) from the address book, add some text (optionally, of course) and send the message. After all, this service presented a mobile mashup (mobile web mashup) that passes user through the series of screens where the last one offers for the user customized messages sending links. And the whole process is

a) completely automated
b) does not require any authorization in external services
c) very portable and will work on any mobile phone

For HTML5 applications we can use its geo-capabilities [6]. The modified web client is illustrated on Figure 1.

![Geo signed mail](image)

**Figure 1.** Geo-Mail client

And Figure 2 illustrates the delivered map.
Figure 2. A delivered map

It displays two markers upon opening. One of them shows the shared location and the second one displays own location for the reader (receiver). Note, that in all cases maps are useless without the message. There is no way to get identity info without the message.

Originally, the above described approach was implemented as a proof of concept for SIM-cards (Java cards) manufactures. It used so called SCWS Servlet. It is Java servlet located on the Smart Card Web Server. This servlet requested location info from SIM-card. We mean here proactive command Provide Local Information, with Command qualifier '00' (as per GSM 11.14 standard) [7]. This command lets us obtain Location Information (MCC, MNC, LAC and Cell Identity).

Further, such an approach has been consistently used in a variety of applications. At first hand, it is Android application which lets create pre-filled (geo-signed message) message. Due to the Android’s architecture (intents, in particular) it can use any available messaging system: email, SMS, instant messages, etc.

As the next step, we can mention here a series of HTML5 web applications, similar to the above mentioned Geo Mail. For example, Geo SMS creates a pre-populated link for SMS delivery, Geo Tweet provides the same service for Twitter, Geo Signature has been implemented as an extension for Google Chrome, etc.

By the similar manner, we can create geo-signed posts (messages) for social networks. An appropriate mashup can use either public API for creating pre-populated forms (forms with geo-links), either use email-based posting. For example, a new message to Facebook’s timeline could be added by email. This email could be geo-signed too.

Another modification could be concentrated on the geo-link itself. Firstly, instead of referring to the map, we can use some landing page. Landing page could be created automatically too. Also, we can use one time readable (accessible) landing pages. They could be automatically
destroyed (deleted) right after the first access. This approach lets us completely remove the history of movements.

We do not need to share location in the form of geo-coordinates only. Shared party, for example, can pick up some location (place) and use this information in the geo-signature (‘I am here’ message). For example, a location sharing client (e.g. a new mail client) requests location via public Foursquare API [8], client selects location and selected name could be used as a signature. A typical example is ‘Never Eat Alone’ service. Mobile client can quickly share a name for café or restaurant he is waiting his friends (Figure 3,4). Note, that it is some analogue for check-in service, just without any particular social network. An appropriate link for sharing a location name as well as any other location-related information (address, special offers) via email (SMS) could be presented as QR-code right on premise. Such a service could be vendor agnostic of course. So, instead of Foursquare (Swarm) we can use any appropriate location API, which let us select nearby places (Google, Facebook, etc.).

As it is stated in several papers, geo-coordinates could be replaced in some services with network proximity information. We can use information about wireless signal strength for the distance estimation [9]. It means also, that we can use information for the wireless network environment as a “pseudo” geo-information. At least, we can show to mobile users other players nearby, regardless of the real geo location. It has been used in several services [10,11]. In this connection we can talk also about sharing location information, but now in the form of so-called network fingerprint. Fingerprint describes the existing network environment (e.g., names for Wi-Fi access points and signal strengths). Shared link contains information which could be compared with fingerprint of receiving party. We can mention here our paper [12]. It presents a customized QR-code reader. It automatically adds to the scanned URL information about network fingerprint.

![Figure 3. List of places](image-url)
Figure 4. Share location info

Note, the fact that we do not need a specially installed application for sharing location info (it is just a link), lets us use the simple trick for distributing this approach. If ‘share location info’ application is just a link, we can use this link on our geo-signature. In other words, the shared party will send this link (with shared location info, of course) to the target party. In this case the receiver can use obtained link (link being presented in his incoming email/SMS) for the reply back his own location. Returning back to the original question ‘Where are you now?’, it is a way to ask a question and share the link (“application”) for answer this question.

Returning back to the telecom operators position (it was heavy presented in [1]), we should mention Secure User Plane (SUPL) [13]. With SUPL positioning data is sent over the user’s traffic channel using a secure IP connection between the smartphone (in standard it is called SET - SUPL enabled Terminal) and SUPL Location [14]. Assisted GPS (A-GPS) with SUPL uses assistance data received from the network to obtain a faster location calculation compared with GPS alone [15]. It lets telecom operators enrich communication services with location data with most effective way comparing with GPS/Cell ID approach presented in the original paper [1]. We can name Geo Signatures as a “telecom way” for sharing location info.

3. Related Works

As it is mentioned in study [16], mobile users want to disclose what they think would be useful to the requester or deny the request. In other words, it is difficult to dictate to users what do they need to share. Sharing location information is some like voluntary action. The same is confirmed in [17]. Privacy is one of the biggest concerns and obstacles for all location-based services. It is the biggest problem for the wide adoption of location-based services (LBS). In general, location information is preferably shared on a need to know basis, not broadcast.

Participants were biased against sharing their location constantly, without explicit consent each time their location is requested. This suggests that people are cautious about sharing their
location and need to be reassured that their private information is only being disclosed when necessary and is not readily available to everybody [18].

Authors in [19] suggest some requirements for LBS development. They could be combined into four high-level groups:

- a decentralized architecture, where as much personal information about an end-user is captured, stored, and processed on local devices owned by that end-user;
- a range of mechanisms for control and feedback by end users over the access, flow, and retention of personal information, to support the development of pessimistic, optimistic, and mixed-initiative applications;
- a level of plausible deniability built in;
- special exceptions for emergencies.

By our opinion, the key point for privacy concern for any existing LBS service is some third party server that keeps identities and locations together. We can vary the access levels, placement for the servers, but we could not remove the main part in privacy related concerns – the third party server itself. This third party server (servers) presents the weakest part of LBS. What can we do if the server itself is compromised?

There are plenty of papers devoted to privacy preserving in LBS. We can mention, for example, privacy preserving solutions based on cryptographic techniques that totally hide the location information in requests [20]. Another popular technique is spatial cloaking [21]. Spatial cloaking (in LBS) describes how to generalize the spatial information transmitted to the service provider. By receiving generalized locations only, the service provider can only return approximate results on the presence of close-by group members and their positions [22]. Of course, there is always a trade between generalization (increased privacy) and quality of the service.

The typical spatial cloaking service consists of two main components, the location anonymizer and the privacy-aware query processor [23]. The location anonymizer used to blur the exact location information. As the next step, anonymizer cloaks spatial regions based on user-specified privacy requirements (e.g., city level, street level, etc.) The privacy-aware query processor deals with the cloaked spatial areas rather than the exact location information.

The K-anonymity model supports user privacy profiles, indicate that the mobile user wants to be k-anonymous, i.e., not distinguishable among other k users. So, user can hide his location information within an area (e.g. not distinguishable on the street level) and (or) within the group of users.

Classically, location privacy is the ability to prevent other parties from learning one's current or past location [24]. By this reason pseudonymity is also deployed in LBS. In non-anonymous applications, for example, the user's identity is also transmitted to the service provider. According to the classification in [25], LBS can be non-anonymous, pseudonymous and anonymous. Of course, a non-anonymous LBS needs a user's location information and his real identity. A
pseudonymous LBS needs a user's pseudonym but not his real identity. Pseudonyms should allow
LBS distinguish users. An anonymous LBS does not require a user's identity at all.

Our own development in this area (as a part of Geo Messages approach) includes distributed
pseudonymous schema [26].

4. Safe Location Sharing

The above mentioned Geo Messages approach is simple to implement and it really eliminates
identity revealing problems. But it is a pure peer-to-peer by the nature. By this reason, it now not
very convenient to monitor several location data feeds simultaneously. It is not so easy to jump
from one message to another.

Here we bring another peer-to-peer service that solves the privacy issues and lets you deal with
several location feeds simultaneously. The main idea behind Geo Messages (Geo Signatures) was
about separating location info and identity. Location info has been presented as a link in the
message. Identity info has been presented as a header for the message. The second key moment is
the fact that identity for the sender is known for the receiver.

Our approach WATN (Where Are They Now) [26] extends Geo Messages ideas for location
sharing deals across multiple participants. It uses a distributed architecture which combines
anonymous server-side data with local pseudonymity records.

In WATN we separate location info and identity data just in three steps:

a) assign to any participant some unique ID (just an ID, without any links to the personality).
   This ID should be assigned during the first request, without any registration;
   b) save location data on the server with links to the above-mentioned IDs;
   c) keep the legend (descriptions for IDs, who is behind that ID) locally. Each participant
      should save own legend. It is the key moment: the legend is personalized. One ID could have
different legends simultaneously (just because each participant can set own legend for that ID).

In this case any participant may request location data for other participants from a third party
server (as per sharing rules, of course), get data with IDs and replace IDs (locally) with legend’s
data. With such replacement we can show location data in the readable form. For example: name
(nick) plus location. And in the same time the server (third party server for our users) is not aware
about nicknames, because they will be saved locally for the each participant.

Technically is means that in this schema location server keeps two things.

a) Location information with meaningless IDs:
   ID₁ -> (latitude₁, longitude₁)
   ID₂ -> (latitude₂, longitude₂)
   ID₃ -> (latitude₃, longitude₃)
   etc.
Each such record presents a pair of current coordinates for users. Each user (participant) has been presented via own ID.

b) Social graph information. It describes who is sharing location information to whom. E.g.,

\[ ID_1 \rightarrow (ID_2, ID_3) \]
\[ ID_3 \rightarrow (ID_1) \]

etc.

The above mentioned record states, for example, that user ID_1 shares location data with users ID_2 and ID_3.

At the same time, any client (participant) keeps locally the own legend:

\[ ID_1 \rightarrow \text{(name or nick)} \]
\[ ID_2 \rightarrow \text{(name or nick)} \]

Note again, that in WANT model each client keeps own legend info. Clients are not aware about each other. So, there are no lists for clients and legends. And there are simply no ways to obtain list of all clients (participants) or list of all legends. Accordingly, there are no third-party server servers that know all about registered clients. It means, obviously, that in this model the same ID may have different legends. Each client technically can assign own name (nick) for the same ID. WATN’s social graph saves information (links between participants) using our meaningless IDs only. And the human readable interpretation for that graph can vary of course from client to client. Actually, the last statement is probably very close to the real life, where the same person could be known under different names (nicks) depends on the context (e.g., one nick for work space and another nick for family space).

So, WATN keeps social graph, location and identity info in a distributed database. But it is distributed on the server-client level rather than on the server-server level.

WATN has been implemented as a mobile web application. HTML5 usage is significant there. The application uses W3C geo location [27] and local storage specification [28]. As per W3C documents HTML5 web storage is local data storage. It lets web pages store data within the user’s browser.

The application itself is just an URL. As soon as any user reaches it (opens the web page), the application can restore user’s ID from a local store. If ID is missing (it is a new client), the application can generate new ID and save it in the local storage. So, finally, each participant opened web page has got some ID. The application (JavaScript code on web page) can use this ID for passing requests to the server and obtain the social graph associated with this ID. This social graph (see above) contains IDs for participant which shared location with current user. So, we can request locations for collected IDs from the server. And as a final step – replace IDs with nicknames, using a locally stored legend. This chain is illustrated below:

\[ \text{ID (locally saved)} \rightarrow \text{Social Graph (server-side)} \rightarrow \text{location info (server side)} \rightarrow \text{IDs replaced with locally saved legend} \]

Now let us describe how the legend is filled. Each participant can voluntarily decide to share own location information. For doing this he sends (via the same web application, of course)
email or SMS message with notification. Of course, the user can stop this sharing any time. This model uses peer-to-peer sharing: any user shares own location directly to another person. Actually, the location could be shared with any person with a known email address. So, this notification link plays a role of application’s invitation too.

This notification is just a link to the same application with the parameter presents user’s ID. As soon as notification is received and link (an application) is opened (Figure 5), the target party can accept (decline) this ‘I will share the location with you’ request.

As soon as this link is fired, WATN application (client) becomes aware about two IDs: own ID₁ for this client (it is restored from the local storage – see description above) and ID₂ from the "share with you" link (originated request ID). So, if notification is accepted, we can add social graph record (on the server) like

\[ \text{ID} \_2 \rightarrow \text{ID} \_1 \]

(participant ID₂ shares location information with participant ID₁)

![Figure 5. Share location request](image)

But the notification link has been opened (see above) from any message (e.g., email). So, the receiver is aware about the author (right from the email’s header). It means, that it could be asked also about setting some nickname for sender’s ID (ID₂ in the above presented example). It is illustrated in Figure 6.
The whole schema work like a typical two phase commit in distributed database [29]. The application saves social graph info on the server and legend information locally.

The process of sharing location related data is automated. If we return back to the above described initialization process, the user’s ID is always obtained as a first step. So, we can use this ID and save (on the server) its current location. So, as soon as the participants to whom this ID is shares own location will run the system (open the web page), they will get information about last know location for ID. As it follows from this explanation, location is saved only when the user reaches the system (opens the web page). So, it is like a check-in.

And as it follows from this explanation, notification link is, actually, the same Geo Message being described above. It uses absolutely the same idea. There is a geo-link in the message, and message’s header describes the sender.

5. Conclusion

Geo Signatures approach presents a new way for sharing location information for mobile users. This approach uses the idea of peer to peer sharing and does not require from participants any presence in the social networks. The Geo Signatures approach uses existing communications channels for LBS and combines standard messaging with geo-location. It could be a very natural way for telecom operators to add internet services to their standard packages. It could be also a base for many additional mobile services, due to its easy to embed background.
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